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GOD I HAVE QUESTIONS
GOD, HOW SHOULD I TREAT MUSLIMS?

Pastor Naeem Fazal – June 5, 2016

1. Open in prayer. Pray that God will open your hearts in the midst of your conversations about and with
Muslims.

2. “Fear breeds mistrust, and mistrust always validates prejudice.”
 • Are there times when you’ve been fearful of or prejudiced toward others? How does God want to   
 help heal and move you past this fear and mistrust?

How Should I Treat Muslims?

Treat them like…

1. Your people.
 • Read Genesis 18:23-35. What does it mean to move from the mind of Moses to the heart of
 Abraham? How does this challenge you to think and act differently towards people you normally don’t  
 have much contact with or have a distrust of?

2. Real people.
 • Pastor Naeem said that we need to “treat people like souls, not goals.” How did Jesus treat
 Zacchaeus as a soul in Luke 19:5-9? How does this interaction model for us how we should treat those  
 without Christ?
 • Sin is something that every human has in common. What are other common grounds we can stand   
 on when we’re talking with Muslims?

3. God’s people.
 • Read Acts 8:29-31. Why was it such a big deal that the man in the carriage was reading scripture?
 • Evangelism means joining a conversation that God is already having with a person. What does this   
 mean for us as we live upward, inward, outward lives?
 • Are you committed to joining conversations that God is already having? Pray as a group for God to   
 show you where He is already working so you can join Him!

o “Here at TC, you don’t have diversity – you are diversity.” Explain the difference between these two and the 
significance of that statement. Then, close in prayer.


